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	What is the theory of computation all about? The theory of computation embodies
	the principle by which computers have become the basis of modern digital technology,
	which makes a computer perform as desired, and which, consequently, has
	led to the prosperity of our advanced information society (just as physical sciences
	constitute the principle by which physical phenomena are elucidated, thereby bringing
	all the prosperity of our material civilization). Throughout this book, the term
	“computation” points to all tasks that are performed by a computer.


	A computer not only performs basic arithmetic operations; it tells us what the
	weather is going to be, and it can inform us of the most popular product by extracting
	useful information from enormous amounts of customer purchasing data. The IBM
	computer Deep Blue has even defeated a grand master chess player. In this book,
	we describe how a computer performs these tasks in principle, and we also clarify
	the limits on what computers can do. We think of what a computer executes as
	a problem, which is defined as a correspondence relation between input and output
	data. When we try to forecast weather or to compute the most popular product based
	on available data, there might be cases in which the information is not sufficient to
	accomplish these tasks. In such cases, we need to somehow infer a conclusion based
	on insufficient data, but this type of discussion will be omitted from this book.


	We will take up the game of chess to explain what computation time is. Given
	an arrangement of pieces on one side of a chessboard, to decide the best move, one
	must trace all possible sequences of moves until the game is completed. To do so,
	all possible moves must first be enumerated; then all possible countermoves of an
	opponent for each move of the player must be envisioned. Those processes must be
	repeated until the end of the game. Tracing all the possible moves in this way, the
	first player can choose the best move based on all the moves traced. In principle,
	a program that plays chess executes those tasks. But it is impossible in practice
	because it takes too much time, even for a computer, to read ahead all the moves to
	the end of the game. If even a supercomputer takes, say, 1,000,000 years to compute
	the next move, it is of no use. So, to beat a grand master of chess, it becomes crucial
	for a chess program to render a sufficiently appropriate, but perhaps not perfect,
	judgment about the next move based on some proper criterion of judgment.
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Handbook of Open Source ToolsSpringer, 2010

	The constant and speedy progress made by humankind in the industrial revolution,
	and more recently in the information technology era can be directly attributed to
	sharing of knowledge between various disciplines, reuse of the knowledge as science
	and technology advanced, and inclusion of this knowledge in the curriculum.
	The phrases...
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Don't Sweat the Small Stuff at WorkHyperion, 1998
Carlson shows readers how to interact more peaceably and joyfully with colleagues, clients, and bosses and reveals tips to minimize stress and bring out the best in themselves and others....
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A Data Scientist's Guide to Acquiring, Cleaning, and Managing Data in RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	The only how-to guide offering a unified, systemic approach to acquiring, cleaning, and managing data in R


	Every experienced practitioner knows that preparing data for modeling is a painstaking, time-consuming process. Adding to the difficulty is that most modelers learn the steps involved in cleaning and managing data...
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Multimedia Messaging Service: An Engineering Approach to MMSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) is regarded as the best-of-the breed of proven messaging technologies, surpassing SMS and electronic mail to offer a truly multimedia experience to mobile users. The first commercial solutions appeared on the market in 2002 and the penetration rate of MMS is now quickly approaching the required level for...
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Web Application Security: Iberic Web Application Security Conference, IBWAS 2009Springer, 2010

	IBWAS 2009, the Iberic Conference on Web Applications Security, was the first
	international conference organized by both the OWASP Portuguese and Spanish chapters
	in order to join the international Web application security academic and industry
	communities to present and discuss the major aspects of Web applications security.
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The Art of Successful Business Communication (Management of Technology Series (Iet))Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2008

	Sets out proven, practical guidelines to ensure you can and deliver messages in a clear, succinct, precise, descriptive, informative and impressive way. Aimed at anyone wishing to improve their business communication skills.


	We all communicate, much of the time, and the workplace is no exception. Often, all

	goes well. Often, we...
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